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You are a wine merchant and/or importer? 
Until now you have not been able to:

 - Spend sufficient time to explore properly a wine-growing region, with extensive travel on small country roads

 - Find a facility for professional tastings and comparisons of different wines, where you can also stay overnight  
on-site; and 

 - Have the option of purchasing mixed pallets of wine from the diverse producers and appellations of the  
Languedoc-Roussillon region

VINAUBERGE now enables you for the first time to overcome these key business constraints. The Showroom of 
Languedoc and Roussillon wines – to give its proper name – in the lovely village of Poilhes, on the banks of the 
Canal-du-Midi, offers a comprehensive service to wine buyers and merchants from around the world. VINAUBERGE 
organises the supply and demand of its widest spectrum of wines in a unique and very innovative way.

VINAUBERGE
The first and only Showcase for the unequalled  
range of wines from the Languedoc-Roussillon.

++ At VINAUBERGE designated business visitors can request a 

professionally prepared wine tasting free of charge in a traditio-

nal setting. They can choose from the literally hundreds of wines 

from the many distinctive pays of the Languedoc-Roussillon 

region.

++ VINAUBERGE also provides conference facilities for your ne-

gotiations and presentations and is happy to make tailor-made 

suggestions to match your particular requirements.

++ Moreover, directly on-site you will find as well, seven modern and 

comfortable apartments and a Tapas Bar, so you do not need to 

drive after work. All in all then, this novel venture offers 400m2 of 

presentation and tasting space, technically perfect wine storage 

facilities for more than 25.000 bottles and an elegant garden with 

terrace.

++ VINAUBERGE will gladly arrange the composition and shipping 

of your orders on mixed palettes to all around the globe. Similar-

ly, VINAUBERGE will be pleased to organize your visits to wine-

ries and advise on available recreational activities. Professional 

seminars and events complement the range of services offered  

to business guests and reach an international audience.

Lastly it should be stressed that VINAUBERGE 

is an independent enterprise. The initiative was 

conceived by a small group of private investors 

with years of experience in the wine trade to meet 

a very real and pressing need. The site was actually 

developed on the site of the former Poilhes wine 

co-operative. It has the air of a  well-kept Château, 

immediately adjacent to a wide bend in the Canal-

du-Midi, a World Heritage site.

Latitude : 43.30.61.98,5 | Longitude : 3.0761.65,2
VINAUBERGE is located at about 15 mins distance 
from motorway exit 36 ‘Béziers Ouest’ on the A9.

VINAUBERGE
1, Cour de la Cave | 34310 POILHES
+33 (0) 4 67 21 78 42
www.vinauberge.com | info@vinauberge.com


